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**Abstract**—Middleboxes in private networks have been known to change packets in many ways, making it hard to design protocol extensions that work for the large majority of Internet users. Addressing the need to know what such middleboxes do, we introduce a tool called *fling* ("flexible ping"). *fling* can carry out (almost) any kind of protocol dialogue between a server and a client based on a simple specification in a json and a pcap file, and identify what middleboxes do to the packets of the dialogue. This fills a gap in the state of the art, where other tools that control both ends of a path are either limited in some form or have to be updated for every new test. We present results from small-scale tests that prove the flexibility of *fling*, which is a prerequisite for our next step: development of a large-scale measurement platform.

**Index Terms**—Middlebox, Measurement, *fling*

---

**I. INTRODUCTION**

When developing protocol extensions in the IETF, it is often important to know what will happen to particular types of packets along a path ("If we add an option to this packet, is it more likely to be dropped? Will the option often be removed?"). Such considerations have played a major role in the design of Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [40]. Middleboxes have also been shown to harm network measurements per se [13]. Our previous work [11] investigated the effects of middleboxes to some extent: for example, Netalyzr [29] sends a sequence of packets can be exchanged between a client to a server. These packets are defined in a PCAP file, which is accompanied with a JSON file that describes how to change packets in many ways, making it hard to design protocol extensions that work for the large majority of Internet users. Addressing the need to know what such middleboxes do, we introduce a tool called *fling* ("flexible ping"). *fling* can carry out (almost) any kind of protocol dialogue between a server and a client based on a simple specification in a json and a pcap file, and identify what middleboxes do to the packets of the dialogue. This fills a gap in the state of the art, where other tools that control both ends of a path are either limited in some form or have to be updated for every new test. We present results from small-scale tests that prove the flexibility of *fling*, which is a prerequisite for our next step: development of a large-scale measurement platform.

---

1https://www.ietf.org/mail-archive/web/tsvwg/current/msg14431.html

2We also presented an earlier prototype at the IMC 2016 Works-in-Progress Session.

---

NATS, performs Path MTU Discovery and examines the effect of IP fragmentation.

A number of tools were designed to specifically measure the impact of middleboxes. For instance, TCPExposure [25] tests certain TCP options between clients and a dedicated server, and tracebox [17] combines middlebox testing with traceroute to deduce packet changes from the payload of ICMP Echo Reply messages. Generally, doing tests that require more than normal user privileges from people’s homes, which is where most problematic middleboxes are expected, is a difficult matter. It has been achieved via payment, e.g. to ship dedicated hardware [5], [44] or pay users to run a tool [32] (which creates a natural scalability limit), or by limiting the campaign to one-time tests, where testers are personally asked to run a tool that was created for a particular test. Such a one-time measurement campaign was done with TCPExposure [25], and the difficulty of repeating experiments is one of the lessons learnt according to the authors [24].

We introduce *fling*—our attempt to learn from these past success stories and combine them in a way that makes it easy to repeat two-sided middlebox measurements, even when they require administrator privileges. *fling* is an end-to-end active measurement tool that allows testing whether an arbitrary sequence of packets can be exchanged between a *fling* client and a *fling* server. These packets are defined in a PCAP file, which is accompanied with a JSON file that describes a dialogue. Tests are uploaded to the server and pulled by *fling* clients whenever they run, such that clients do not need to be updated whenever new tests are defined.

*fling* resembles ping in that it sends a number of packets from a *fling* client to a *fling* server and expects a few packets in return. Different from ping, these packets are not all equal — and *fling* executes a dialogue that is defined per test and can be much longer and more complex than ping’s exchange of two packets. The security implications of ping are well known because ping is simple and well understood. We expect the same to be the case for *fling*—at the same time, we tried to make it as flexible as possible. Naturally, there are limitations to this flexibility (100% flexibility can only be achieved by installing new code for each measurement, which we wanted to avoid). Like ping, *fling* is not intended and cannot be (reasonably) used for bandwidth measurements; it is meant for sending and receiving a handful of packets and seeing what happened to them.
TCPExposure is very similar to fling: it supports a client-server dialogue of any type of packets and observes what happens to them along the path. However, with TCPExposure, for every new test, the code would have to be updated, and users would have to be asked to install it and run an experiment. We wanted to develop a static tool that would yield this flexibility without requiring to get in touch with users and ask them to install new code.

NetaLyzr is attractive for users to run as it lets them learn about their own network connectivity. It managed to attract a large user base. We tried to learn from that lesson by offering the same type of feedback to users that download and run fling on their home machines; in our case, the effort to use it is higher (it is not embedded in the browser, because we need to use raw sockets) but the range of possible outputs is wider (because we use raw sockets). Also similar to NetaLyzr, it is possible to update tests by changing a dedicated server only. Like tracebox, fling also identifies where on the path a packet change or drop occurred.

After an overview of related work in the next section, section III will introduce the design of fling, including a discussion of its inevitable limitations. We have put these limitations to the test with a small measurement study, which we report about in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper and discusses our next steps towards the development of a permanent fling measurement platform.

II. RELATED WORK

The increasing popularity of middleboxes has motivated several efforts to characterize their deployment and assess their impact on data plane performance. Medina et al. [34], [35] actively probed a set of web servers using TBIT [39] to assess the interaction between middleboxes and transport protocols. Honda et al. [25] developed TCPExposure to test whether TCP options are supported. TraceBox [17] improved over TCPExposure by proposing a Traceroute-like approach to pinpoint routers that alter or discard TCP options. Cravan et al. [16] proposed TCP HICCUPS, a tool that reveals to pinpoint routers that alter or discard TCP options. Cravan et al. [16] proposed TCP HICCUPS, a tool that reveals to pinpoint routers that alter or discard TCP options. Honda et al. [25] developed TCPExposure to test whether TCP options are supported. TraceBox [17] improved over TCPExposure by proposing a Traceroute-like approach to pinpoint routers that alter or discard TCP options. Cravan et al. [16] proposed TCP HICCUPS, a tool that reveals to pinpoint routers that alter or discard TCP options. Honda et al. [25] developed TCPExposure to test whether TCP options are supported. TraceBox [17] improved over TCPExposure by proposing a Traceroute-like approach to pinpoint routers that alter or discard TCP options.

III. fling DESIGN

Ping sends a number of specific packets (typically ICMP Echo Request) to a host and expects to get the same number of reply packets (typically ICMP Echo Reply). In essence, this is also what fling does, but it adds flexibility: any packet can be used instead of ICMP Echo Requests, and the dialogue can take any form, involving multiple packets (e.g. in case of TCP, using only single packets would limit fling tests to SYN-SYN/ACK tests).

```
{"name":"TCP SYN/ACK test","_index":{"name":"TCP SYN","state_sequence":"S1","states":[]},
"client":{"state_sequence":["S1"],"states":[]},
"server":{"state_sequence":["S1","S2"],"states":[]}}
```

Figure 1: json file for a simple TCP SYN-SYN/ACK dialogue test

A fling client is a static piece of software; it begins a test by pulling a test description (a pcap file containing the test packets and a json file describing the test) from the server, which it then executes. A test description specifies the packet types, some information about header fields, and the sending/receiving sequences of the dialogue. It never contains...
addresses: a _fling_ client always only talks to a specified (supported as a command-line option) _fling_ server. This allows to fully control the dialogue and collect measurement results at the server for research use; it also serves as a security measure, by ensuring that attackers cannot design tests that would turn _fling_ clients into sources of traffic towards some other hosts in the network. To avoid getting in the way of normal Internet usage of _fling_ users, the total maximum number of packets transmitted by _fling_ is also statically configurable by the client.

An example json file is shown in figure 1; both the client and server execute it after an HTTPS handshake (this is the control channel, which we will explain in the next section). Every _fling_ test begins with at least one packet from the client. In our example, the client sends a SYN packet and then waits for up to 2000 ms to receive a SYN/ACK packet which it stores upon reception. Starting from the point where it answers the HTTP request (see Fig. 2), the server waits for up to 2000 ms to receive a SYN packet which it stores upon reception (state “S1”). Then, either upon timer expiry or immediately after receiving the packet, it enters state “S2” and sends a SYN/ACK in response.

In a _fling_ experiment description, every state contains a timeout, which gives a limit for the duration of the state. Packets are logged until the state is over. The entries “send” or “recv” are used to transmit packets or expect the reception of packets, respectively. Receiving packets in accordance with “recv” terminates a state before the timeout. For each state, multiple packets can be specified to be sent or received, and each transmission can be accompanied by a “delaySend” value: the time that _fling_ waits before sending a packet. When a state contains “send”, the state’s timeout begins after the last packet was sent.

Figure 1 also shows the common header of a _fling_ experiment description. It contains the name of the experiment as well as an index entry that maps the pcap file packet numbers to names in the description text (in this example, the pcap file contains a SYN packet, followed by a SYN/ACK packet). The “packet_info” statement contains information about port swapping and checksums; we will explain this later.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Raw sockets</th>
<th>Test protocols other than TCP</th>
<th>Test update: need to change</th>
<th>Fully controlled client-server dialogue</th>
<th>Detect TCP connection splitters</th>
<th>tracebox-like location detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>fling</em></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Netalyzer</em></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>TCPExposure</em></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>HICCUPS</em></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Tracebox</em></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>PATHspider</em></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>TBit</em></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of related tools. *ICMP,UDP; ‡One-sided only; ** only HTTP proxies.

because it is used to transmit more control information—among them, a nonce that the client inserts into _fling_ packets, at a position that can be defined per packet as part of the test description.

The nonce allows the server to identify _fling_ packets. Because the idea of _fling_ is to allow exchanging any packet type, we cannot rely on common methods to determine where a packet comes from. Consider, for example, two clients behind the same NAT, doing an ICMP test: because ICMP has no port numbers, we need our own identifier to tell these clients apart.

The FCC also lets us transport the client’s received _fling_ packets back to the server as HTTPS payload for further analysis, and it is used to control experiment initiation and termination. As shown in the Fig. 2, a session begins with the client sending an HTTPS GET request containing an empty “Hello” message. The server answers with a test number, the pcap and json files, a salt value for nonce generation and a dictionary that contains a random number for each _fling_ packet.

It also starts the first timer to wait for incoming _fling_ packets. When the client gets the HTTP response, it starts the test by transmitting the first _fling_ packet. When the test is finished, the client sends its results (all logged packets that it received) as HTTPS payload to the server, and the server responds with some further data about the test that is useful for the client to give feedback to the user.
B. Security and NATs

fling’s nonce lets the server associate fling packets with the preceding HTTPS handshake. It also prevents a reflector attack, where an attacker would alter a fling client to provoke the server to send packets back to a spoofed source address. The nonce is the concatenation of the 8-bit salt value per experiment and a random number generated for each packet.

In the interest of flexibility, we allow freedom to choose the length of the nonce and to specify where in the packet it should be written. For the position of the nonce, an experiment designer could use any parts of a header that are likely to be immutable or—for data packets—use the payload. To handle cases where the nonce is in the payload and middleboxes insert header fields (e.g., options), the nonce offset can also be provided from the end of the packet (decided by optionally including a “fromBack” attribute in the json file). The default nonce length is 16 bit and the default position is the mostly unused Identification field in the IP header.

We chose a field of the IP header as a default position because we cannot make a default assumption about packet headers following IP; for fling, anything can be there. This also explains the need to specify details about a checksum (“packet_Info” in figure 1): if the nonce is written into a transport header or payload, this header’s checksum will need to be recalculated. The value cannot be known beforehand because the nonce is calculated at run time.

fling allows a minimum nonce length of 8 bit (0 bit for the random numbers; such experiments can only contain one packet from each side). Because the nonce can be so small, the server also limits its responses to tests from the same IP address that was used on the HTTPS connection. Using a short nonce increases the chance for an attacker that is behind NATs, to overwhelm the server with requests, and to gain insight into the server’s internal state. However, we think the additional information that could be gathered is not significant.

In a truly end-to-end Internet, the transport header should not matter to routers and fling should be able to do whatever it wants on top of IP. This notion is, however, already broken by NATs, which, in practice, often carry out NAPT (Network Address and Port Translation) [42]. When a client sends packets of a known transport protocol (e.g., TCP or UDP) from behind a NAT, the server cannot just apply a statically-defined transport header, but it needs to swap the NAT-written port numbers. Whether this functionality is desired or not depends on the packet format (e.g., ICMP does not have ports). Therefore, if “packet_Info” in the test description contains “swap: [loc1,loc2,len]” where loc1 is the location of source port, loc2 is the location of the destination port and len is the length of ports in bytes, the server sets the ports accordingly instead of taking them from the pcap file. This is another reason to carry out a checksum calculation. The attributes “swap” and “ChksumPos” are specified relative to the front of the transport header.

“swap” is in fact shorthand for two “copy” operations that copy fields from previously arrived packets. An example from our measurement campaign that highlights the need of such a generic “copy” operation is discussed in section IV-A.

C. Narrowing Down the Root Cause of Packet Drops

Given that fling is about reachability and tries to detect what middleboxes do to packets, we should be able to detect the rough location of middleboxes that change or drop packets. Moreover, if a fling packet is dropped on a path, we need to ensure that it happened due to the middlebox’s behavior, not due to congestion. Hence, we rely on using additional packets that we call anchor packets. Our anchor packets are either of type ICMP Echo Request or TCP SYN, and we answer them with ICMP Echo Reply or TCP SYN/ACK packets, respectively. Since NAT boxes use the id and seq fields of the ICMP header to map ICMP reply to request packets, we also maintain the correct values for the id and seq fields of the request and reply packets [41]. Since both the client and server need to be able to associate anchor packets to their corresponding fling packets, we store the last 16 bits of the nonce value in the IP header’s 16-bit Identification field of the anchor packet (if the nonce is smaller, the remaining bits are set to 0). Note that any kind of anchor packet can be defined as part of the test description itself, making the test description slightly more complex but allowing full flexibility for the placement of the nonce.

Anchor packets have strictly two purposes: 1) detect congestion, 2) trigger a tracebox-like test. They are not meant as a replacement for A/B-measurements, where type A packets would differ from type B packets in a particular way and it could be established that the difference between A and B caused an effect. Such measurements can easily be designed with fling by including both type A and B packets in a test description. A fling test could also easily define its own special packets to be sent in conjunction with all other measurement packets (“send” in the json syntax operates on arrays, making it easy to send multiple packets), as a way of implementing customized anchor packets. We hard-coded ICMP Echo Request/Reply and TCP SYN-SYN/ACK purely for convenience.

We send an anchor packet immediately ahead of every outgoing fling packet. The idea is that repeatedly losing both packets together gives an indication that the packets were dropped due to congestion (refer to Table II). More importantly, if the anchor packet repeatedly arrives but the fling packet does not, this is a strong indication of a middlebox-induced packet drop. Thus, if a fling packet is dropped we repeat the test up to three times. This number is configurable.

Fig. 3 shows how the client detects a packet drop using anchor packets. After knowing that a fling packet was dropped, we try to find the location of the drop by repeatedly sending the same fling packet with a growing TTL starting from 1. As soon as no ICMP TTL exceeded error packet arrives, we know the location of the packet drop. Because we send the results of these tests back to the server in the final HTTPS exchange, the server can also identify changes that may have happened to the fling packet given that responding routers are RFC1812-compliant [10]. This approach is similar to tracebox [17].
Table II: Interpretation of arriving or dropped \textit{fling} / \textit{anchor} packets. CONGESTION: in one type of \textit{fling} test, \textit{anchor} packet passes and in another, it is dropped. SUCCESS: all \textit{fling} packets passed; if packets have changed in transit, start tracebox-like test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>\textit{fling} packet</th>
<th>\textit{anchor} packet</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PASSED</td>
<td>PASSED</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASSED</td>
<td>DROPPED</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DROPPED</td>
<td>PASSED</td>
<td>Repeat 3×. Then, assume: MIDDLEBOX DROP; start tracebox-like test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DROPPED</td>
<td>DROPPED</td>
<td>Repeat 3×. Then, assume: CONGESTION; start tracebox-like test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ECN tests from TBIT [34], [35], [38], [39] and [30].

- The TBIT TCP options tests, and the IP options tests from TBIT and [21].
- The TCPExposure [25] tests: using \textit{MP\_CAPABLE}, \textit{MP\_DATA}, \textit{MP\_ACK}, the Timestamps option, and a TCP handhake followed by data and ACK packets (containing SACK) to check for sequence number changes.
- The HICCUPS [16] tests, where special numbers are inserted in the sequence number, IP Identification and receive window fields to convey integrity information.

We find that \textit{fling} can replicate almost all of these tests, with only very minor limitations: because it relies on the nonce, \textit{fling} cannot detect TCP splitters in the same way TCPExposure does; it does however detect them during its tracebox-like test phase. In some cases, a dynamic decision taken in a test must be replaced with separate static tests. For example, two static tests for SYN-SYN/ACK handshaking with or without ECN set-up are needed to replicate the TBIT ECN test; similarly, two tests are needed to conditionally answer a packet containing the \textit{MP\_DATA} option with \textit{MP\_ACK} or not, depending on whether \textit{MP\_DATA} passed through the path (this is done by TCPExposure). Finally, in HICCUPS [16], the values of the altered fields in the SYN/ACK packet are the result of a computation on the received SYN packet. Because it does not allow to define arbitrary calculations on header fields, \textit{fling} cannot truly replicate the behavior of HICCUPS, but it can detect all the header changes that HICCUPS also detects.

Next, we decided to run a variety of protocols over IP, and do tests with changes applied to the IP header (e.g. testing options or unknown protocol numbers) and the TCP header (e.g. testing options or using a wrong value in the Data Offset field). The complete set of tests that we carried out is listed in Table III; these were pure \textit{fling} tests, i.e. packets of the described type were transmitted between the clients and the server to see what would happen to them along the path. This table also shows how many tests succeeded. We only decided that a test failed when all three repetitions failed; if, in these three failures, anchoring ICMP messages were dropped but ICMP messages passed from the same client at least once in another test, we decided that this failure could have been due to congestion and removed the test from our set. There was only one such case.

Again, the static nature of \textit{fling} highlighted a handful of limitations: RSVP requires to put IP addresses and port numbers in the RSVP header. At first, we could not do this; this prompted us to devise the aforementioned generic “copy” operation. Some protocols, however, require calculations, which \textit{fling} cannot do: a Quick-Start [20] recipient (server) should generate entries in its response by computing the TTL difference as \((\text{IP\_TTL}-\text{QS\_TTL})\) mod 256, and retrieving the allowed rate request from the received IP option. Similarly, the AH Integrity Check Value (ICV) in the OSPF/AH test is wrong because \textit{fling} changes the underlying IPv4 header but does not recalculate this value (section 3.3.3 of [28]).

Complete flexibility can only be attained by installing new code for each test, or allowing to specify an actual protocol
(arbitrary operations on header fields based on prior received headers and local state). With fling, we intend to strike a balance in trying to be simple yet flexible. We conclude from our test design study that, despite being unable to do absolutely all tests, the number and diversity of tests that fling can do is indeed large: it was able to replicate the large majority of tests from existing work and allowed us to carry out truly “crazy” tests involving e.g. changes to the IP header that follow an obsolete specification, wrong field combinations in TCP, or transmit OSPF, HIP and DCCP packets end-to-end.

Next, we briefly evaluate the results of our tests. Our test set is small: at this stage, our intention is to test-drive fling before we roll it out on a larger scale. Thus, we do not try to derive broad statements about the Internet from our measurements, but we want to ensure that such statements could be derived in a larger-scale study.

**B. Results**

Table III shows the tests that we carried out. Unless otherwise noted, all protocols were used directly over IP, and Scapy defaults apply to header fields. IP and TCP header tests used Scapy-generated packets: a TCP SYN from client to server (src port 48001, dst port 443), and a TCP SYN/ACK in response. The “Success ratio” column shows the fraction of successful runs (i.e., all fling packets reached the other side within 3 trials) for each test.

As expected, no protocol has a 100% success rate except for UDP. Broadly speaking, our tests can be classified into four categories: IP header changes, IP protocols, TCP options, and transport protocols other than TCP. Packets with IP header changes were among the least likely to pass end-to-end, confirming earlier observations about IP options [21]. While an unknown TCP option worked in 50% of the cases, a wrong Data Offset value worked in only 5%. This indicates that the success of an unknown option does not mean that middleboxes do not look inside the TCP header; they do look, but they often allow unknown options to pass.

SCTP appears to enjoy a decent support with 2/3 of the tests succeeding; this Internet test confirms the local testbed result in [22]. We inspected all failed tests and found that in over 95% of cases a test failed to all three servers, which indicates that the packet drop happened close to the client. IP option tests succeeded only from one client to one server, which both were from the same autonomous system, indicating different blocking policies for intra and inter domain traffic.

As mentioned above, once a server or a client detects that a test has failed, it attempts to determine the packet drop location by repeatedly sending the dropped packet with a growing TTL starting from one. Figure 4 shows the packet drop location in terms of the number of hops. These plots show that most of the blocking either happens at the client’s immediate gateway or two hops away. Further, there is a significant fraction of blocking that happens several hops away from the client on the forward path. This, however, is not the case on the reverse path. Since the tests are always client-initiated, the above observations hint that whenever a test succeeds on the forward path, it is likely to succeed on the reverse path unless the client’s immediate gateway blocks incoming packets. Going forward, we plan to take a closer look at what causes the blocking several hops away from the client and add functionalities to fling that—depending on user consent—fingerprint home gateways.

Since fling servers and clients capture all exchanged packets, we can also investigate whether packet headers and options were modified. Inspecting packets from successful TCP tests, we find several cases of altered TCP MSS options and option removal. For example, the reserved TCP option 100 was removed in 14 experiments and the MPTCP option was removed in three experiments.

**V. Conclusion and Next Steps**

Our prototype tests have shown that fling is indeed very flexible, allowing for a wide range of middlebox tests. Our tool produces data that lets us better understand if, how, and where middleboxes influence packets of a certain type as a result of the dialogue that they witness.

**A. Towards a permanent fling platform**

So far, we have described and used fling as a tool that a user downloads and runs once, yielding information about the network path between the user’s host and our server. For the “test-drive” measurement campaign described in this paper, we had to ask users to run the tool, similar to how TCPExposure tests were carried out [25]. The true goal of 3This “one-time” fling version is GPL licensed and available from the main fling webpage.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test description</th>
<th>Success ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routing and Addressing – Initiation of a HIP session: T1 (a HIP Initiator Packet) is sent to the fling client. On success, the client sends T2 and in response, it receives T2 (Section 5.3 of [36]). We ran the HIP package from [1] to collect HIP packets and observed HIP packets over UDP, which we extracted to run HIP over IP.</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS – Initiating an RSVP reservation: The fling client sends a Path message to the server, and the server responds with a Resv message. We used two packets from the pcap file from [4].</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunneling – ICMPv6/IP/GRE: ICMPv6 Echo request with non-existing IPv6 address pair is sent to the fling server which responds with Echo reply. We used 2 packets from the pcap file from [2].</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMPv4/IP/GRE: We set checksum present = 0 in the GRE header. An ICMPv4 Echo request packet is put in an IP/GRE tunnel and sent to the server. The server responds with an ICMPv4 Echo reply packet over IP/GRE. We used 2 packets from the pcap file from [2].</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security – ICMPv4/IP/ESP (Tunnel Mode): The client sends an ESP packet containing an ICMPv4/IP Echo request packet as encrypted payload. The server responds with an ESP packet containing an ICMPv4/IP Echo reply as encrypted payload. We used two packets from the pcap file from [8], where it is explained how to decrypt the data stream. We did this to identify the packets.</td>
<td>0.649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AH (Transport Mode): The fling client sends an AH packet to the fling server, and the fling server answers with an AH packet. We used two packets from the pcap file from [2].</td>
<td>0.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport – SCTP association establishment: The client sends a SCTP INIT packet with src port 48001 to the server on port 443, and the server answers with an INIT_ACK packet. Then, the client responds with COOKIE_ECHO and the server responds with COOKIE_ACK.</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP: The client sends a UDP packet with src port 48001 to the server on port 443, containing 4 bytes of data; the server responds with a similar UDP packet (but flipped ports).</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP-Life: The client sends a UDP-Lite packet with source port 32768 and destination port 1234, with checksum coverage = 0, containing 12 bytes of data; the server responds with a similar UDP-Lite packet (but flipped ports). We used two packets from the pcap file from [4].</td>
<td>0.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete DCCP session: The client sends a DCCP Request packet with src port 32772 to port 5001 and the server answers with a Response packet. The client answers with an Ack and a DataAck packet containing 256 bytes of data. The server responds with an Ack. Finally, the client transmits a Close packet and the server responds with a Reset packet. We used the pcap file from [4], shortened the data transfer and adjusted the sequence numbers of the closing packets.</td>
<td>0.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP/4 options – Quick-Start (QS) (QS request [20]): The client sends a packet containing a QS Request option with IP TTL 64, QS TTL 90, IP option number 25, option length 8, Function Value 0, Rate Request 5 (1.28 Mbit/s), QS Nonce 2, and the reserved field (2 bits) set to zero. The server responds with a QS Request option as a TCP option in the SYN/ACK packet with Rate Request 5, TTL Diff 5, Nonce 2, and all reserved fields = 0.</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Router Alert [26]: The same option was used on both packets, with value set to zero.</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and Extended Security (historic) [27]: We made two tests: one for Basic Security where Classification Level is set to Secret and SCI and NSA bits set for Protection Authority Flags; and another for Extended Security (zero is set for security info and its code) along with Basic Security options. Both SYN and SYN/ACK packets carry these options.</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other IP/4 header changes – DiffServ CodePoint (DSCP): We tested some DSCP values from [18] which proposes to opportunistically set them for WebRTC: CS1 (8), AF42, EF PHB (46).</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Evil” bit [12]: The client and server exchange SYN-SYN/ACK packets with this bit set.</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown Protocol numbers (143, 200, 252, 253, 255): The client sends a TCP SYN and the server responds with a TCP SYN/ACK, but both use the same unknown protocol number.</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP options from [21]: The client sends a TCP-SYN with an IP option to the server on port 80 and the returns it on a TCP SYN/ACK. We generated the packets with Scapy.</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP header changes – TCP Fast Open (TFO) [14]: We downloaded the pcap file from [3], removed two unnecessary packets (an intermediate GET and a final ACK) and edited the packets to test option kinds 34 (newly allocated) and 254 (experimental). For 254: The client sends a SYN packet with magic number 63881 and requests a cookie (kind 34 does not use a magic number, but requires padding). The server responds with a SYN/ACK packet containing the same magic number and a cookie. The client then sends an HTTP request inside a SYN/Fast Open packet with the same magic number and cookie value. The server responds with a SYN/ACK.</td>
<td>0.628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP mood (Test for TCP Happy packet (April 1 RFC [23])): The fling client sends a SYN packet with an option of kind 25 and value 14889 (&quot;2y&quot; in ascii) for Happy mood, and the server sends a SYN/ACK with a happy mood too.</td>
<td>0.755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP NoP (Test for NoP option / wrong Data Offset): This tests what happens if the Data Offset value in the TCP header is wrong, both for a SYN from the client and the corresponding SYN/ACK from the server. The IP Length field says that the packet is 42 bytes long and the TCP Data Offset value is 6, meaning 24 bytes. In reality, there are 20 bytes of regular TCP header, 2 bytes of NoP options, and the last 2 bytes do not exist in this packet.</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP unknown option (Test for a large unknown TCP option using reserved option number 100): The client sends a SYN packet with option kind 100, a correct length field and 40 bytes option content; the server sends a SYN/ACK with the same option.</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP-based ECN test: The client sends a SYN packet with set ECN_ECHO and CWR flags to a web server on port 80, and the server sets the the ECN_ECHO flag in the SYN/ACK response. This handshake is (in TBIT, only in case of successful ECN negotiation) followed by an HTTP request with ECT and CE set in the IP header.</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP Exposure-based MPTCP tests: The client sends a SYN packet containing the MP_CAPABLE TCP option to the server; the server inserts the MP_CAPABLE option in its SYN/ACK response. This is followed by a TCP data packet from the client containing the MP_DATA option, which the server answers using an MP_ACK option in its ACK packet.</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fling, however, is to be able to carry out tests without always having to personally interact with users—we made fling simple on purpose to increase the chance of convincing users to install it as a permanent piece of software or deploying it in other measurement platforms.

To this end, we have already begun to develop a fling platform that follows the described usage scenario. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the front page. The world map shows currently active “permanent fling” hosts, which are provided to us by the NorNet testbed. NorNet nodes are multi-homed, meaning that a marker on the map translates into 2-3 different IP addresses, connected to different networks (around 4-6 for IPv6-capable hosts, which are shown in blue). These hosts are clients, configured to pull and run the current set of tests every hour. For now, there is only one server, in Oslo, Norway; however, we are planning to use many other nodes as servers as well (as part of the initial handshake with the Fling Control Channel, the main server can inform a “permanent fling” client about other servers that it should carry out its tests with).

After registering, users can run their own tests on the fling platform. To do this, a user designs a json test description and a pcap file containing the packets used in the dialogue. Instructions are provided on the website; the easiest way to create a test is by downloading and editing one of our (currently 44) examples, which also are the tests that fling already runs by default. Next, the user clicks “Use the platform”, where (s)he can login using her/his credentials. This leads to a private space where users can upload a test, run it and obtain the result (typically after 1-2 hours). The output is provided as a zip file that contains client- and server-side pcap files for every path that was tested. We are currently developing an auto-generated summary text file to be included in the zip file, containing more information about the test.

B. Scaling up

To make our platform grow in scale, we see three major requirements that we need to satisfy:

1. Making it attractive to use: The website must make it clear that fling is useful and easy to handle. In addition to offering instructions and example tests, we have therefore created a page ("Simple example" in the menu) that lets users interactively test fling on the spot, from the browser. The page shows a diagram with a 3-way TCP handshake followed by a data packet sent over TCP; when a user clicks the IPv4 and TCP headers in the dialogue, the headers are shown with many editable fields. Next to the dialogue, a map shows the locations of the two special clients that we have assigned to participate in this interactive test; one of them is behind a NAT. After changing header fields at will, a user can press “Run the test”, wait for a few seconds and obtain output that shows which packets were dropped and/or fields have changed. Our “one-time fling” client is also available for download. It is easy to run and produces an immediate output with interesting facts about the user’s own Internet connection.

2. Making it attractive to install: The “permanent fling” client for end users is currently under development. It will be secure: by definition, fling initially only corresponds with our own trusted server, which is the only server that is allowed to redirect a client to other servers (users however need to accept that arbitrarily “strange” packets are transmitted between their client and fling servers; we will inform users about this as they download the permanent client). It will be possible to limit the total number packets that the client is willing to send and receive per hour (to limit overall load) and per second (to prevent fling tests from interfering with the user’s other traffic). We have discussed more security aspects in section III. To make the tool itself appealing, we are considering different options on how the client should present itself (e.g. a user interface that provides information about the current connection’s state and informs users about recent “special” tests). Additionally, as the platform grows, we may introduce a credit system like the RIPE Atlas [43] or Seattle [49] to only allow users to upload new tests if they have run the permanent client for some time.

3. Ensuring scalability: Our server in Oslo serves as a trusted entry point to the system; it is also the place where we collect measurement results. This makes our server the most critical element in the infrastructure. fling is lightweight; because all tests descriptions are pulled from the server, a simple server update suffices to limit the number of packets or the length of a fling measurement (and we can impose such limits on tests that users upload). We will also implement a measure to ensure that the communication with fling servers is spread out in time. Instead of requiring servers to remember clients and schedule their access time, we plan to implement a distributed collision avoidance strategy from sensor networks.

4This page is available at http://fling-frontend.nntb.no. Here, we will also make the source code of all fling components available, and we are planning to share anonymized datasets as well as a number of select permanent measurement results in order to identify long-term trends.

3https://www.nntb.no
where communication also happens at regular intervals but these intervals can differ between clients [15].

fting began with our wish to have more informed discussions in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF): we believe that it would be fantastic if theories on what middleboxes would do to certain protocols or header fields could spontaneously and convincingly be tested by uploading a test description to a platform, waiting for a few hours and getting a result. This would require a platform that is as flexible and easy to use as fling already is, but larger. Having covered the “flexibility and ease of use” requirement, our immediate next step is to increase the scale of the platform in accordance with the plans that we have laid out. The recent creation of the IRTF Research Group on Measurement and Analysis for Protocols (MAPRG) shows that the IETF is certainly interested in the more informed dialogue about middlebox behavior that we envision.
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